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Abstract 

 Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is a severe impairment of arterial vessels resulting in 

obstruction of normal blood flow in the legs, leading to acute or chronic lower limb ischemia, 

and subsequently, high morbidity and mortality rates. Common treatments for PAD, such as 

medications and surgical revascularization, have several limitations. For instance, 

medications used to lower cholesterol, reduce high blood pressure, control blood sugar, 

prevent blood clots, and relieve symptoms like leg pains may delay onset. Still, they cannot 

treat the established disease directly and often cause side-effects including bleeding, 

headache, and diarrhea. Meanwhile, many elderly PAD patients cannot undergo surgical 

options. Therefore, it is vital to develop an alternative therapy to treat PAD. The long-term 

goal for this thesis research is to develop novel biodegradable dual-modal imaging 

nanoparticles (DINPs) to precisely deliver therapeutic reagents that provide cell protection 

and facilitate the formation of blood vessels de novo at ischemic sites while allowing detection 

of the NP location and monitoring of their therapeutic effectiveness for PAD treatment. My 

results demonstrated DINPs were fabricated successfully with a homogenous size range 

around 150-200 nm. These DINPs retained their intrinsic imaging properties including 

fluorescent intensities in DAPI, FITC, and Cy5 channels as well as facilitating photoacoustic 

(PA) images at the deep tissue level of 11 mm in ex vivo. These DINPs were tracked on the 

EC uptake study via their intrinsic fluorescent properties. I also visualized DINPs in 

gastrocnemius muscle via the MSOT imaging system. EpoR plasmids released from EpoR 

DINPs demonstrated their properties in protecting cells damaged from stress conditions and 

facilitating tube formation in in vitro studies. In addition, EpoR DINPs enhanced angiogenesis 

to prevent ischemic legs from requiring amputation and improved physical capability on PAD 
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mice. In conclusion, our novel biodegradable DINPs are photostable, biodegradable, and able 

to encapsulate therapeutic EpoR plasmids in addition to showing intrinsic imaging properties 

including fluorescence and photoacoustic images to allow in vivo NP tracking/detection, 

thereby conferring distinct advantages over current imaging approaches. The EpoR DINPs 

could not only enhance the growth of blood vessels, but could also detect in deep muscle 

tissues during the treatment for adjusting the effective doses. This thesis research impact is 

significant in the bioengineering and health science fields as it is a paradigm shift to facilitate 

nanotechnology for the treatment of PAD. 
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Chapter 1 

Literature Review 

1.1. Peripheral arterial diseases (PADs) 

PAD is a peripheral arterial progressive disorder characterized by stenosis and/or occlusion 

of large and medium-sized arteries because of atherosclerosis. According to the National Heart, 

Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI), atherosclerosis is the main reason for reducing or fully 

blocking the oxygen-rich blood flow throughout the body (Figure 1). The disease affects both men 

and women, and its prevalence 

increases dramatically with age3. 

From the Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention (CDC), PAD 

manifests in the elderly, 

approximately 20% of individuals 

over 80 years-old4,5 (Figure 2) and 

affected at least 8.5 million 

individuals in the United States in 

2015 and over 200 million people 

worldwide,6 with high rates of 

morbidity and mortality. It is the most 

common arterial disease of the lower 

body, in which non-coronary arteries 

become narrowed, leading to critical 

limb ischemia (CLI). Gradually, CLI patients fall to conditions of immobility, uncontrollable pain, 

 

Figure 1. Atherosclerosis in the leg artery caused 

PADs. Figure A (left side) represents a normal artery 

supplying high blood perfusion to the leg, whereas its 

diameter shows full on the cross-section at the bottom-

left side. On the other hand, Figure B (right side) 

represents a narrowed atherosclerotic artery 

restricting the blood flow through the plaque site. The 

atherosclerosis plaque blocked partial blood perfusion 

to the leg, which is PADs, whereas its diameter was 

occupied by more than 50% by the plaque lesion 

(yellow) on the cross-section at the bottom-right side. 

NHLBI Sources on July 17, 2022. 

https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/peripheral-artery-

disease/causes 
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ulceration, and toe and foot necrosis 

to limit their quality of life7. 

Eventually, the CLI conditions get 

worse with a poor prognosis 

including high rates of amputations 

(30% in one year) and mortality (20-

25% in one year and 40-50% in five 

years)8 because of the poor quality of 

current therapies9,10. Therefore, due 

to our aging population with high 

prevalence and mortalities, it is essential to explore new strategies to improve life quality and 

expectancy of PAD treatment and management.  

Atherosclerosis (AS) is chronic progressive inflamed vascular disease characterized by patchy 

intimal plaques that cause narrow or blocked arteries. Its complications, one of the leading causes 

of high mortalities, resulted in 18.6 million deaths worldwide (30% of all deaths) according to the 

World Health Organization in 2021 and 868,662 deaths in the US (1 in 3 all deaths) including 

coronary heart disease (42.1%), followed by stroke (17.0%) according to Heart Disease and Stroke 

Statistics 202111. This paper reported its mortality rate as the highest among all death forms of 

cancer and lung diseases combined. Atherosclerosis is also the main reason causing PADs, 

occupied by 90% of PAD patients. Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) is considered a 

minimally-invasive technique including balloon angioplasty with/without stent implantation, and 

has been extensively indicated for revascularization narrowed/occluded arteries to immediately 

supply blood flow to ischemic legs. It improves the short-term mortality rate of treated patients; 

 

Figure 2. The prevalence of PAD in the US. PADs tend to 

increase in elderly people. PADs in men were a little bit 

higher than PADs in women after 60-years-old. There was 

approximately 20% or more of individuals over 80-years-old 

both men and women. CDC Sources on Jµly 17, 2022. 

https://www.cdc.gov/heartdisease/PAD. 
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however, the inflation step during the balloon angioplasty or pre-dilation step in stent implantation 

may injure the arterial walls further, subsequently activating platelet aggregation post-procedure 

and re-narrowing the arteries in the long-run, leading to serious complications such as late 

thrombosis and restenosis,12,13 one of the biggest hurdles of PTA. Moreover, stent implantation in 

the legs can be fractured or in malposition due to their large motion14-16. These limitations 

encourage scientists to explore a non-surgical PAD treatment that enhances therapeutic effects 

without causing serious complications.  

It has recently been proven that angiogenesis is a potential strategy to promote vessel 

formation in ischemic tissues.17 Instability limits growth factor delivery, enhancing therapeutic 

efficiency and showing potential side effects,18 while gene therapy modifies defective cells by 

delivering nucleic acid molecules, often through viral vectors, which have drawbacks such as 

immunogenicity and/or mutagenesis. To overcome these limitations, polymeric NPs have been 

developed as alternative gene carriers.19-21 Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) PLGA is the Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) approved biodegradable polymer with good encapsulation properties 

that provide controlled, sustained release of its payload22 while Polyethylenimine (PEI) is the 

cation polymer that transports plasmids to nuclei resulting in higher transfection efficiency23; 

however, its limitations include cell membrane destabilization, protein binding and immune 

responses affecting clinically translational application.24,25 NPs promoted significant angiogenesis 

with dense capillaries, improved collateral circulation, and enhanced gene expression compared to 

that of naked plasmids.26-28 To date, delivery of growth factors has not yielded satisfactory 

angiogenesis in PAD,29-32 potentially because the cells at the ischemic site could not survive the 

ischemic environment. Historically, the location and amounts of administered NPs in vivo could 

not be quantitatively or accurately assessed. Few reliable, noninvasive imaging modalities are 
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available to monitor PAD development or therapy33 even though monitoring the progress of 

therapeutic intervention is critical. These observations highlight the importance of developing 

novel nanoparticles as an image-guided approach for PAD management. 

 

1.2. Current treatment of PADs and their limitations 

The restriction of narrowed/blocked arteries leads to an increase of shear stress in pre-existing 

arterioles and hypoxic ischemia, inducing inflammation, monocyte recruitment, upregulation of 

various factors including VEGF, PDGF, NOS and HIF that promote arterial remodeling. This will 

trigger arteriogenesis, which is the process of arteriolar connection and dilation and angiogenesis, 

which is the formation of new capillaries (Figure 3) . There are 3 mechanisms to enhance blood 

perfusion to hypoxic ischemic tissues including vasculogenesis, arteriogenesis, and angiogenesis; 

however, vasculogenesis only occurs in embryo while arteriogenesis is limited due to the small 

 
Figure 3. Pathology of PAD. The pathology of PAD mostly relates to atherosclerosis where lipids 

gradually build up on the lumen of the damage artery, called plaque. The plaque results in 

narrowed/blocked arteries decreasing blood perfusion, which reduced the transport of nutrients and 

oxygen. The disease is getting worse when lipid disturbance causes inflammation leading to platelet 

activation, thrombosis, and oxidative stress. Hemodynamic consequences of PADs depend on the 

degree of narrowed arteries and the dilation of the collateral network of small arteries 

(arteriogenesis). Enhancing blood perfusion by vasculogenesis is only triggered in embryo while 

angiogenesis is limited by scarcity of growth factors. The hallmark of PAD is marked when the 

compensation mechanisms fail. Initially, PADs show symptoms during walking when the collateral 

arterial dilation maximizes but cannot supply enough blood perfusion. Gradually, the disease 

progresses more severely when the demands of the blood supply is not enough for the resting 

metabolism. Therefore, treatment is needed to reduce the symptoms, enhance patient life quality, and 

prevent amputation consequences. 
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numbers of pre-existing arterioles (Figure 4). Therefore, inducing angiogenesis by using growth 

factors has been considered as a potential strategy for PAD treatment. The current standard therapy 

for PADs has been investigated on improving the blood perfusion via endovascular surgery 

(including balloon angioplasty, stenting, and bypass procedure) and non-surgery (angiogenic 

induction). The advantages and disadvantages of all methods on PAD treatment were summarized 

in Figure 5, indicating imbalances of benefits and drawbacks on two main strategies: surgery and 

non-surgery. Surgery provides a great benefit on short-term effects to immediately restore blood 

flow on narrowed/blocked arteries to save patients’ legs and lives; however, long-term effects are 

still hurdles because of serious complications such as late-thrombosis and restenosis. On the other 

hand, non-surgery takes advantage of gradually enhancing angiogenesis without serious 

complications, but its therapeutic outcomes are still limited and need to be improved.  

 

Figure 4. Three mechanisms improve blood perfusion in the body. Vasculogenesis is the 

process of blood vessel formation during embryogenesis via the differentiation of endothelial 

precursor cell, so it is unavailable for adults. Arteriogenesis is the process of enlarging pre-

existing collateral small arteries to replace occluded arteries, but these arteries never supply 

blood demand as much as the main arteries do. Angiogenesis is the process of sprouting new 

capillaries regulated by chemical signals in the body. This mechanism is believed to enhance 

enough blood demand in PAD patients, so research direction has been focused on enhancing 

angiogenesis by delivering various growth factors to the ischemic tissues. The yellow arrows 

indicate limitation of each mechanism in the body. 
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1.3. Surgical strategy on PAD treatment 

While late-thrombosis can cause patient death immediately, restenosis will limit their life 

quality and expectancy. Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) is a minimally invasive 

procedure with/without stent implantation, extensively indicated for revascularization femoral 

narrowed/occluded arteries to immediately restore blood perfusion to the lower leg without 

invasive vascular surgeries. This procedure significantly improves blood flow throughout the 

blocked segments to reduce the short-term morbidity and mortality rate of patients; however, over-

 

Figure 5. Advantages and disadvantages of current PAD treatments. Surgery significantly and 

immediately enhances blood perfusion via endovascular intervention, while non-surgery provides 

blood perfusion gradually via medication. Surgery has benefits on short-term outcomes but shows 

serious complications such as late thrombosis and restenosis. Moreover, this strategy mostly is a 

contraindication in elderly patients where they contract background diseases. On the other hand, a 

non-surgical method can improve blood perfusion in both short and long terms. Although this method 

cannot restore blood flow as quickly as surgery, it can avoid disadvantages from that invasive method. 
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inflating the balloon during the angioplasty procedure or pre-dilation step in stent implantation can 

peel off or damage ECs on the surface of the femoral arterial walls. Subsequently, denuding ECs 

activates platelet aggregation post-procedure, causing late thrombosis complications, injuring ECs, 

triggering inflammatory mechanisms, combining to lipid deposition on the arterial walls, and 

causing re-narrowed arteries long-term known as restenosis,12,13 one of the biggest hurdles of PTA. 

To overcome late thrombosis, antiplatelet drugs such as warfarin, aspirin, and clopidogrel will be 

required to prevent platelet aggregation34,35, but these medications increase the risk of bleeding 

and a prolonged hospital stay.36,37 Similarly, the second PCI will be performed on restenosis or in-

stent restenosis to enhance blood perfusion, but poor prognosis on these patients can be predicted. 

Although stents and drug eluting stents (DES) have positive outcomes in the treatment of coronary 

arteries, they have several significant issues when applied to the legs including stent fracture, 

kinking, malapposition, impaired vascular healing, and high rates of thrombosis and restenosis, 

probably because of extensive motion of the lower extremity.14-16 This might be due to the greater 

motion of the lower extremity, leading to higher torsion, compression, flexion, and extension at 

the implanted stent. Drug eluting balloons (DEB) would overcome the drawbacks of stent 

technology as they could actively transfer drugs/compounds locally to increase treatment efficacy 

and reduce stent usage in the lower extremity. Various clinical trials have consistently shown the 

effectiveness of DEBs compared to that of uncoated balloons in reducing neointimal formation in 

PAD patients after angioplasty14,15,38,39. Yet late restenosis is still a major limitation of this vascular 

intervention. This might be due to the limited amount of drug transfer to the arterial wall and the 

delayed vascular healing after angioplasty. When endovascular intervention is unavailable, bypass 

surgery is the indication to revascularize the blood flow over the blocked/narrowed sites of the 

artery by suturing donor arteries bridging from an upstream artery to a downstream artery. The 
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donor arterial sources can be autograft, allograft, xenograft, or prosthesis. The bypass surgery is 

classified as a major invasive procedure, so it is usually a surgical contraindication for elderly 

patients with medical background diseases. While the less invasive interventions including balloon 

angioplasty and stents showed serious complications, the invasive treatment for PADs includes 

bypass surgery and is related to another major challenge, which is that approximately 50% of 

patients do not have adequate autogenous veins for the bypass procedure40-45. When forced to use 

prosthetic grafts, the 5-year patency of these grafts is about 40-50% for the artery above and 15-

30% below the knee46. Performing endovascular and vascular therapies to revascularize the blood 

flow of narrowed arteries only shows the short-term therapeutic effects, while it causes serious 

complications such as late thrombosis and restenosis. Moreover, the contraindication of vascular 

surgery on elderly PAD patients increases difficulties for physicians to choose the best therapeutic 

options as well as limits chances for patients to get the best expected outcomes. Thus, it is essential 

to investigate the strategy that enhances the blood perfusion without using invasive procedures and 

avoids severe complications on post-treatment.  

 

1.4.  Non-surgical strategy for PAD treatment 

For patients who cannot undergo endovascular intervention, angiogenic therapies such as cell-

based therapy47-49, pharmacological treatment50,51, protein therapy, and gene therapy52 are used. 

The therapeutic angiogenesis has proven to be a potential strategy to mitigate patients’ symptoms 

as it promotes blood vessel formation to supply oxygen-rich blood and nutrients to deficit tissues.17 

Although these therapies demonstrated promising results in preclinical studies and Phase I trials, 

there are no significantly different outcomes of mortalities, amputations, or amputation-free 

survivals observed in clinical trials followed up to two years47,52.  
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Current pro-angiogenic protein therapy has recently been proven as a potential strategy to 

promote capillary formation in ischemic tissues.17 It requires the administration of exogenous pro-

angiogenic factors to protect ECs under hypoxic environments, recruit EPCs to remodel the 

extracellular matrix for tubule formation and finally sprout new blood vessels for enhancing blood 

perfusion.29 However, this strategy is limited by protein instability, leading to the therapeutic 

failure and potential side effects.18 Pharmacological therapy has not reduced ischemic symptoms 

in damaged legs or the disease’s progression,53,54 while stem cell therapy has very poor cell 

retention at ischemic areas55 where they are easily attacked and cleared out by the immune system. 

Infusions of bone marrow mononuclear cells for rejuvenating endothelial progenitor cells failed to 

show improvements of major amputation rates, rest pain, quality of life, and ankle-brachial index 

in JUVENTAS trial (NCT00371371).56 Moreover, some cancers have been reported from either 

undifferentiated or over-activated self-renewal stem cells.57  

 

1.5. Gene therapy as a potential method for PADs 

Gene therapy is the most common approach to optimize therapeutic angiogenesis.32 Among 

pro-angiogenic genes applied for PAD treatments, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), 

fibroblast growth factor (FGF), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), stromal derived growth factor 

(SDF), and platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) have been most extensively studied in 

preclinical and clinical trials.58,59 However, they have failed to demonstrate benefits on primary 

outcomes in phase 2 or 3 clinical trials. Gene therapy has some limitations including low 

therapeutic effects, limited genes, protein availability over time mostly due to short half-life and 

enzymatic degradation,60 or uses of single growth factor plasmids.61 Since gene therapy modifies 

defective cells by delivering nucleic acid molecules often through viral vectors, it also relates to 
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drawbacks such as immunogenicity and/or mutagenesis. To overcome unmet needs, trending 

research has been explored for new growth factor expressed plasmids to facilitate angiogenesis for 

improving therapeutic effects of PAD treatments.  

 

1.6. EpoR plasmids on PAD treatment 

Administration of the mentioned angiogenic factor expressed plasmids still shows inadequacy 

in producing functional and mature vessels in randomized phase 2 clinical trials for PAD 

patients.62-64 EpoR, a 66-78 kDa transmembrane receptor of erythropoietin (Epo) upregulated in 

hypoxic environment,65,66 played important roles in cellular survival pathways, promotion of EC 

proliferation, enhancement of EPC recruitment, stimulation of angiogenesis, and maintenance of 

vascular integrity under stress conditions.67-74 Recently, EpoR has been explored as a pro-

angiogenic agent for upregulating the expression of VEGF and VEGFR.69,75-78 EpoR expression 

triggers the Epo/EpoR signaling pathway and serves as vasodilators/vasoconstrictors, modulators 

of vascular toner synthesis, and elicitors of pro-angiogenic programs in stem cells and angiogenic 

signaling pathway initiators.67,79,80 EpoR plasmids were also reported to recruit EPCs in hypoxia-

induced pulmonary hypertension.81 Particularly, EpoR plays major roles in enhancing 

angiogenesis in peripheral ischemia69 and preventing cell apoptosis and inflammation71. Together 

with its anti-sense (RopE), EpoR transcripts have demonstrated synergistic upregulation of EpoR 

expression in vitro and in a canine lung.82 Although EpoR expression plays important roles in 

therapeutic angiogenesis, limited research has been investigated on its use in PAD treatments. 

Polyethylenimine (PEI), the polymer that can form complexes (called proton sponge) with 

plasmids via electrostatic forces and transport them to nuclei, provides higher transfection 

efficiency;23 however, it causes cytotoxicity when used high doses.83,84 The proton sponge can 
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escape the lysosomal degradation in transfected cells to enhance transfection efficiency.24 

Therefore, delivering complexes of EpoR plasmids and PEI would be a potential selection to 

enhance angiogenesis as well as the blood perfusion on PADs. 

 

1.7. Nanoparticles on PAD treatment 

 Although gene therapy is the most commonly used approach to stimulate therapeutic 

angiogenesis that can eradicate PAD, safety and effective delivery are one hurdle for gene 

therapy.85 Delivering therapeutic DNA molecules or plasmids can be performed via direct injection 

or viral vectors.86,87 Yet these techniques are limited by ineffective therapeutic efficiency and 

extensive side effects18 because of their inability to penetrate through the cell membrane, 

enzymatic degradation, immunogenicity concerns, and their low performance in reducing 

amputation rates in CLI patients.88,89 To overcome these limitations, there is a need to develop 

novel therapeutic non-viral nanocarriers encapsulated therapeutic plasmids to eliminate the side-

effects of using viral vector carriers while enhancing the bioavailability of plasmids at ischemic 

tissues. Polymeric NPs have been developed as alternative gene carriers.19-21 Polymeric NPs 

including natural polymers (alginate, chitosan, gelatin, and so on) and synthetic polymers have 

been investigated for controlled drug delivery and different biomedical applications due to their 

great biocompatibility, physiochemical/mechanical, and most importantly, biodegradability 

properties.90-104 Polymeric NPs demonstrated many advantages such as ease of fabrication, 

protection of therapeutic reagents against the harsh environment experienced in systemic 

circulation, and an ability to provide sustained drug delivery to relevant cells/tissues.105,106 In the 

last decade, PLGA has been applied for biomedical applications because of FDA approval, tailored 

biodegradable rate, and easy fabrication, modification, and storage.107 PLGA NPs, non-viral 
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nanocarriers, provide good encapsulation properties and biphasic release profile including burst 

and sustained release of its payload.22 Delivery of EpoR PLGA NPs studied by our group has been 

shown to upregulate pulmonary EpoR expression and its downstream signals to attenuate stress-

induced damage in rat lung tissues90. In addition, other investigators have tailored PLGA 

nanostructures that possess superior encapsulating properties for probucol delivery to tissues and 

retention in rabbit femoral arteries and the hindlimb muscle.108 Delivery of PLGA NPs 

encapsulating human VEGF plasmids to rabbit ischemic peripheral sites also showed significant 

angiogenesis with dense capillaries, improved collateral circulation, and enhanced gene expression 

compared to that of naked plasmids.109 Furthermore, intramuscular administration of sphingosine-

1-phosphate (S1P) loaded PLGA NPs to mice hindlimbs demonstrated their effectiveness as 

suitable carriers of pro-angiogenic factors by enhancing blood perfusion and capillary densities as 

well as minimizing limb necrosis and dysfunction in ischemic muscles.110,111 Our lab has fabricated 

various NPs that provided a controlled and sustained release of different payloads such as drugs, 

dyes, plasmids, and proteins.90,94,98 Especially, VEGF loaded NPs showed the sustained release of 

these therapeutic agents at the intended sites and enhanced endothelial proliferation and vascular 

remodeling.90,112-115 Although various growth factor encoded plasmid loaded NPs have been 

investigated in pre-clinical and clinical studies of PAD treatment, there is no previous study to 

evaluate the induced expression of EpoR via NP delivery to treat PADs. 

 

1.8. Novel BPLPATs as imaging materials to formulate EpoR DINPs 

Although PLGA NPs demonstrated outstanding benefits to deliver therapeutic agents 

compared to free drugs, they have not yielded satisfactory effects in PAD management.29-32 

Historically, location and amounts of administered NPs in vivo could not be quantitatively or 
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accurately assessed during the treatment. On cancer management, various NPs have been 

developed and have emerged as a novel imaging and therapeutic approach by facilitating diagnosis 

and treatment in a single setting116,117. However, few nanoparticles have been developed for 

imaging applications in ischemic conditions to provide therapeutic agents for relevant cells such 

as vascular cells and to enable tracking and monitoring NP distributions in different tissues118-122. 

Few reliable, noninvasive imaging modalities are available to monitor PAD progress or therapeutic 

effects33 even though monitoring the progress of therapeutic intervention is critical. These 

observations highlight the importance of developing novel nanoparticles as an image-guided 

approach for PAD management.  

 Dr. Yang’s lab at Penn State University (PSU) has developed biodegradable multifunctional 

citric acid-derived elastomers for drug delivery and bio-imaging in tissue engineering.123-132 Citrate 

based biomaterials have been explored as imaging polymers via intrinsic properties of 

photoluminescence.129,130 For instance, biodegradable photoluminescent polymers (BPLPs) 

demonstrated intrinsic fluorescent properties compared to photobleaching organic dyes and/or 

cytotoxic quantum dots.130 Tunable fluorescent properties of BPLPs including high intensity, 

quantum yield, and photostability have been observed on the noninvasive biodegradable materials 

in the murine studies via fluorescence imaging.129 However, the big challenge of the optical 

imaging is detectability in deep tissues, which are significantly inconvenient in in vivo imaging. 

To improve the limitation, aniline tetramer (AT) was inserted into BPLPs platforms to form new 

BPLPAT materials for providing dual imaging modality including fluorescent and photoacoustic 

(PA) imaging properties, which are helpful for in vitro and in vivo studies. Increasing AT ratios 

enhances PA signals while reducing fluorescent intensity of BPLPATs. Ex vivo PA images of 

BPLPAT scaffolds were successfully acquired at 11 mm tissue depth of chicken breast.133 In vivo 
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PA imaging of BPLPAT disks was clearly observed next to a rat sciatic nerve (deep tissue 

implantation).  

 The dual-modal imaging of BPLPATs makes them potential materials to approach imaging 

and treatment of PADs. Therefore, I have optimized the formulation of dual imaging nanoparticles 

(DINPs) by using BPLPAT polymers to maximize the much-desired fluorescence and 

photoacoustic imaging for PAD treatment. To promote therapeutic angiogenesis and to overcome 

the limitations of current technologies for PAD therapies, I developed novel biodegradable DINPs 

for controlled release of EpoR plasmids to facilitate therapeutic angiogenesis long-term while 

allowing the detection of these DINPs at ischemic regions with a high sensitivity and penetration 

depth. 

 

1.8.1. Overview of dissertation research 

Chronic ischemia caused by partial or complete impairment of peripheral arteries affects over 

eight million individuals in the United States, resulting in high rates of morbidity and mortality. 

Current treatment options focus on drug therapy for symptomatic relief43,134 or improving blood 

flow via endovascular interventions, which are not suitable for over 50% of elderly PAD patients43. 

Delivery of growth factor loaded NPs to ischemic tissues has promoted angiogenesis and improved 

collateral circµlation135. However, issues related to these therapeutic carriers include poor cell 

protection and blood vessel formation under hypoxia, difficulty in determining their in vivo bio-

distribution, and low therapeutic efficacy in vivo136-138.  

To overcome these limitations, the ultimate goal of this thesis research is to develop novel 

biocompatible and degradable dual-modal imaging nanoparticles (DINPs) that provide cell 

protection and facilitate therapeutic angiogenesis under stress conditions such as ischemia for 

peripheral arterial disease (PAD) treatment. These intramuscularly injected DINPs can be retained 
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at the ischemic regions, recruit stem cells such as endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), and deliver 

therapeutic EpoR plasmids to promote angiogenesis, thereby forming blood vessels de novo, while 

providing detection tools to directly trace their bio-distribution, degradation, and therapeutic 

efficacy in vivo (Figure 6).  

 

1.8.2. Specific aims 

Aim 1: Formulation and characterization of DINPs made of optimized biodegradable 

photoluminescent polymers-aniline tetramers (BPLPATs) and loaded with erythropoietin receptor 

(EpoR) plasmids. Various DINPs were fabricated by using BPLPATs loaded with different 

 

 PAD mouse 

Figure 6. The schematic diagram of EpoR DINPs on PAD imaging and treatment. PAD mice 

will be intramuscularly injected with EpoR DINPs to the gastrocnemius muscle. EpoR released 

from DINPs will protect cells in ischemic tissues and enhance endothelial progenitor cell 

recruitment to the lesion for increasing angiogenesis. Multispectral optoacoustic tomography 

(MSOT) will be applied to verify the model, track DINP locations and doses, and assess 

therapeutic outcomes. Laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) and treadmill will be used to 

evaluate blood perfusion and physical restoration, respectively. 
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therapeutic agents for different purposes. Synthesized DINPs were characterized for physical and 

intrinsic fluorescent properties. Drug loading and release profiles were also determined to learn 

the biphasic release curve of EpoR DINPs. DINP stability was performed to assess its safety in 

animal studies. Lastly, intrinsic fluorescent properties of DINPs were visualized under 

microscopes at high magnification. 

Aim 2: Determination of the in vitro effectiveness of EpoR DINPs on endothelial cells (ECs) and 

their intrinsic fluorescent properties to track EC uptake. Therapeutic EpoR plasmids were 

performed on ECs via protection and tube formation studies. The therapeutic agent should both 

enhance angiogenesis and prevent the hypoxia-induced apoptosis resulting from ischemia; I chose 

erythropoietin receptor (EpoR) as our therapeutic agent based on its known major roles in 

facilitating stem cell mobilization67-69,139, preventing cell apoptosis and inflammation70-72, and 

enhancing angiogenesis.69,73 Imaging properties of DINPs were also observed in the uptake study. 

Aim 3: Evaluation of the in vivo therapeutic and imaging effects of EpoR DINPs on PAD mice. 

ICG DINPs were intramuscularly injected to the gastrocnemius muscle to assess the bio-

distribution of DINPs in the body. The detection and therapeutic effectiveness of DINPs in PAD 

treatment were investigated in vivo using an animal model of hind limb ischemia by femoral artery 

ligation.140 Blood perfusion and an endurance test were performed to evaluate the therapeutic 

effects of EpoR DINPs. Deep tissue imaging benefits of DINPs were determined via PA images. 

MSOT was used for DINPs tracking and hemoglobin saturation. Histology staining was analyzed 

for EpoR expression, capillary density, and EPCs recruitment. 

 

1.8.3. Innovative aspects 
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The innovation of this thesis research includes 1) the use of dual imaging materials 

(fluorescent/photoacoustic imaging) BPLPATs to formulate DINPs for tracking NPs in vitro and 

post-treatment tracking and detecting the DINPs bio-distribution and therapeutic effects in vivo; 

2) the application of gene therapy using EpoR plasmids to facilitate stem cell mobilization and cell 

survival under hypoxic conditions to form new blood vessels effectively.  
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Chapter 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Plasmid purification and characterization 

2.1.1. Construction of plasmids 

pEpoR-M61 vectors were used to investigate the in vitro and in vivo therapeutic effects of 

EpoR expression on angiogenesis. Figure 7 shows the general construction of EpoR plasmids 

designed from GeneCopoeia, Inc. EpoR genes were inserted on the upstream of the enhanced green 

fluorescent protein (eGFP) or 

mCherry fluorescent protein 

expressed genes followed by the 

internal ribosome entry site 2 

(IRES2) element on the M61 

backbone. Three different plasmids 

including human EpoR (h.EpoR 

genes inserted to M61), mouse 

EpoR (m.EpoR genes inserted to 

M61) and empty vector (M61 

without EpoR genes) were 

obtained for this thesis research. 

h.EpoR plasmids encoding human 

EpoR transmembrane protein were 

used for in vitro studies, whereas m.EpoR plasmids that encode mouse EpoR transmembrane 

protein were applied in mouse PAD models. Empty vectors as well as h.EpoR and m.EpoR express 

 

Figure 7. EpoR plasmid map. The EpoR plasmid will 

express two proteins including GFP or mCherry (not shown) 

for tracking of transfection and EpoR transmembrane 

protein to enhance angiogenesis. The IRES2 element is 

between EpoR and GFP for encoding separately EpoR and 

GFP protein. The plasmid backbone also contains the other 

two genes, which help for bacterial culture selection 

(Ampicillin) and cell culture selection (Neomycin). 
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GFP for tracing transfection in cells/tissues. Especially for nanoparticle transfection studies on 

EPCs, I used plasmids carrying mCherry fluorescent protein to enhance the fluorescent signals 

instead of using the GFP plasmids. 

 

2.1.2. Plasmid purification 

Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacteria transformed with h.EpoR, m.EpoR, or empty 

vectors/plasmids were purchased from GeneCopoeia. E. coli bacteria were grown in the standard 

Luria Bertani (LB) medium with ampicillin antibiotic (100 mg/l) shaken 175 RPM at 370C for 12-

16 hours. Bacteria pellets were harvested by centrifuging at 6000 g for 15 minutes at 40C; then 

plasmids were purified by using EndoFree Plasmid Giga (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. The purified plasmids were redissolved in Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer and aliquoted to 

200 µl in 0.2 ml PCR tubes for future usages. The entire plasmid purification process was described 

in Qiagen EndoFree plasmid purification kit protocols. 

 

2.1.3. Plasmid characterization 

Plasmid concentration and purification were measured via Thermo Scientific 2000 1-position 

Spectrophotometers by using 3 different wavelengths including 280 nm, 260 nm, and 230 nm. 

Briefly, one drop (1 µl) of samples was used for measuring absorbance. The blank Tris-EDTA 

(TE) buffers were used to measure the background before reading plasmid samples for accurate 

measurement. The software built in the device analyzed the absorbed data to provide the plasmid 

concentration and ratios of 260 nm/280 nm for assessing purity of plasmids from protein and 

phenol contamination and 260 nm/230 nm for assessing purity of plasmids from high salt 

contamination. Plasmid structural integrity was determined by running Agarose Gel 
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Electrophoresis. The digested and undigested plasmids were mixed with 6x DNA loading buffer 

to electrophorese at 110 V for 30 minutes and imaged using the BIO-RAD ChemiDoc Touch 

Imaging System. The digested samples were cut at two sites using BamHI and NotI enzymes to 

separate the EpoR genes from the M61 backbone.  

 

2.1.4. Plasmid-PEI complex preparation 

 600 µg of glucose was added to 200 µl plasmid solution (3 µg plasmids/µl TE buffer). The 

solution of plasmid and glucose was mixed with 1 mg/ml branched Polyethylenimine (bPEI) 

10kDa MW (Polysciences) at the plasmid:bPEI ratio 1:3 (w/w) for 1 hour at room temperature 

under the rotation141. This solution (W1) was used to fabricate DINPs, as described in the next 

section. 

 

2.2. The formulation and characterization of DINPs 

2.2.1. DINP fabrication 

The novel biodegradable photoluminescent polymers-aniline tetramers (BPLPATs) 

synthesized in Dr. Yang’s lab at PSU were used to formulate the biodegradable dual-modal 

imaging nanoparticles (DINPs). DINPs were synthesized using a modified double emulsion 

technique as previously described.142-145 Briefly, the solution W1 of glucose:plasmids:bPEI (1:1:3 

w/w ratio) was added drop-wise to 5 ml of the organic phase solution (O) of BPLPAT in acetone 

(20 mg/ml). The solution was emulsified by sonicating at 10W for 15s. By adding glucose to the 

aqueous phase (W1), it served as a cryoprotectant and enhanced the aqueous phase (W1) 

immiscible in the organic phase (O) to form a primary emµlsion144. Then the primary emulsion 

was added dropwise to 20 ml aqueous phase (W2) of 5% w/v polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 31kDa and 
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emulsified using ultra-sonication at 25W for 1 minute. The suspension was evaporated overnight 

to remove acetone and centrifuged at 15,000 RPM for 15 minutes to collect DINPs (pellets). The 

supernatant was used to measure the plasmid loading efficiency via an indirect method, while the 

pellets were washed 1x with deionized (DI) water and resuspended in 2 ml of DI water. The final 

suspension was aliquoted to 200 µl in 2 ml eppendorf tubes and kept in a -800C freezer for 2 days 

 

Figure 8. The flow chart of DINP fabrication. DINP fabrication is followed by the modified double 

emulsion technique. The W1 phase is the plasmid complexes mixed with glucose in TE buffer, which 

is plasmids:bPEI:glucose solution. The organic (O) phase is a biodegradable photoluminescent 

polymer-aniline tetramers (BPLPATs) in acetone. The W2 phase is 5% (w/v) polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 

31kDa in water. Briefly, the W1 solution is added in dropwise to the O phase under stirring and 

sonicated at 10W for 15 seconds to create the primary emulsion. Then this primary emulsion is added 

to the W2 phase under stirring and ultrasonicated at 25W for 60 seconds (10 seconds off between 30 

seconds on). The final emulsion is stirred overnight to evaporate acetone and ultracentrifuge to 

collect DINPs in pellets. The pellets are washed with DI water and ultracentrifuged a second time to 

collect the final pellets. The powder form of DINPs is created by resuspending the final pellets in 2 

ml of DI water and keeping it in -800C for 2 days before freeze-drying for 1 day. The powder form of 

DINPs is stored at -200C for short-term usage or -800C for long-term storage. DINPs loaded various 

agents are formulated when different W1 solutions are used. 
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before freeze-drying to collect the powder form of DINPs (Figure 8). By preparing different W1 

solutions, four different DINPs including h.EpoR DINPs, m.EpoR DINPs, empty vector DINPs, 

and blank DINPs were fabricated for different purposes.  

 

2.2.2. Physical properties of DINPs 

Sizes, size distributions, and zeta-potentials of DINPs were measured using NanoBrook 

90Plus PALS analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville, NY). Briefly, 20 µl of DINP 

suspension (1 mg DINPs/ml KNO3 10mM) was added to 3 ml KNO3 10mM in the BI-SCP cuvette 

to measure the sizes of DINPs. The size distributions of DINPs were calculated by using the 

population standard deviation formula (Equation 1). The zeta potential was evaluated by using the 

surface zeta potential (SZP) electrode. The probe was dipped in the BI-SCP cuvette containing 10 

µl DINPs samples in 1.5 ml KCl 1mM to read the 

zeta potential of DINPs. The DINP morphology 

was observed under the transmission electron microscope (TEM) (Hitachi, H-9500 HRTEM). 

 

2.2.3. Plasmid loading of DINPs 

To study the loading efficiency, the amount of plasmids in the supernatant during DINPs 

fabrication (not loaded in DINPs) was measured by using PicoGreen DNA assays (Thermofisher, 

Waltham, MA) as described in the literature146. The efficiency was determined as the loaded 

amount against the total amount used for the DINP fabrication (Equation 2).  

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ((%) ) =  
 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑠 (𝑚𝑔)

𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑠 (𝑚𝑔)
 𝑥 100%                      (2) 

 

2.2.4. Plasmid release profiles of DINPs 

 (1) 
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The technique was used to plot the release profile of plasmids from DINPs as described 

previously147. Briefly, 20 mg plasmid loaded DINPs were resuspended in 20 ml 1x DNase and 

RNase-free phosphate buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.40 and aliquoted 5 ml to 15 ml conical 

centrifuge tubes. These tubes were continuously shaken at 37°C. At designated times (0 hours, 2 

hours, 6 hours, 18 hours, 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, 7 days, 14 days, 21 days, and 1 month), 1 ml of 

each sample was collected and centrifuged at 16,000G for 20 minutes to collect the supernatant 

for processing plasmid precipitation, while the pellets were resuspended in fresh PBS and put back 

in the tubes. Plasmids in the supernatant were precipitated in ethanol with 10% (v/v) of 3M sodium 

acetate pH 5.2 mixed at the supernatant: ethanol (1:2) ratio. The solution was kept in -800C 

overnight to enhance plasmid precipitation. The precipitated solution is centrifuged at 16,000G for 

15 minutes at 40C and washed 2x with 70% cold ethanol. The plasmid pellet was air-dried and 

resuspended in TE buffer and quantified by PicoGreen assays to quantify the amount of released 

plasmids for each sample (time point). The accumulated released plasmids were calculated and 

plotted over an incubated time range.  

 

2.2.5. DINPs stability 

DINP stability was determined in reference to size changes in various fluids including PBS, 

media containing serum, and human simulated body fluid (SBF) over 72 hours to reveal any 

particle aggregation as previously described94. In brief, DINPs were incubated in different fluids, 

and changes in their average diameters were measured over the time range. At each designated 

time-point, sizes of DINPs were measured using NanoBrook 90Plus PALS analyzer (Brookhaven 

Instruments, Holtsville, NY). 
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2.2.6. Evaluation of intrinsic fluorescent properties of fabricated DINPs 

Fabricated blank DINPs were resuspended in DI water at a concentration of 1 mg/ml; then the 

stock DINPs suspension was diluted 10 µg/ml for imaging purposes. 100 µl of DINP suspension 

was pipetted on the coverslip and evaporated for 1 hour. The dried DINPs were added with one 

drop of aqueous mounting media before taking their images in various fluorescent channels 

including DAPI (ex385/em450), FITC (ex470/em525), and CY5 (ex640/em690) channels. 

 

2.3. Determination of the in vitro effectiveness of EpoR DINPs  

2.3.1. Cell culture 

Human primary skeletal muscle microvascular endothelial cells (HMMECs) were obtained 

from Applied Biological Materials (ABM Inc.) and cultured in completed M199 media containing 

20% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (GElifescience) and 1% Penstrep (Life technologies) at 370C and 

5% CO2. HMMEC culture media were renewed every two days. Umbilical cord-derived 

endothelial outgrowth cells (EOCs) were purchased from AngioBiocore (Indianapolis, IN). EOCs 

are a population of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), so they were considered as EPCs through 

the project. EPCs were cultured in endothelial cell growth medium 2 completed with supplement 

mix C-39216 (Promocell, Germany) and replenished with 10% FBS and 1% Mycozap (Lonza, 

Houston, TX). In this project, HMMECs were mainly used to test the in vitro therapeutic effects 

of nanoparticles including protection studies and tube formation studies. Since HMMECs took 

time to grow and were sensitive, EPCs were selected for all the other studies of this project. 

 

2.3.2. GFP plasmid expression 

Purified plasmids including empty vector, h.EpoR, and m.EpoR were used to transfect 
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LentiX cells to verify the quality of collected plasmids for DINPs fabrication. The cell transfection 

studies were performed by using lipofectamine 3000 kits (Thermofisher, Waltham, MA) as 

described in the transfection protocol from the company. Transfected cells were tracked under the 

fluorescent microscope (ECHO revolve microscope, RVL2-K model, San Diego, CA) in FITC 

channels for various time-points. 

 

2.3.3. Evaluation of DINP imaging properties in vitro study 

 EPCs were seeded on the coverslip at the confluent density overnight before being 

incubated with blank DINP suspensions at various concentrations (0, 250, 500, and 1000 µg/ml) 

for 2 hours. The treated EPCs were washed 3 times with PBS 1x to remove excess DINPs. Cells 

were fixed with 4% formaldehyde solution for 5 minutes. Nuclei were stained with one drop of 

nucBlue for counter staining for fluorescent microscope imaging. The samples were observed 

using our Cytoviva microscope and ECHO microscope to track the cellular uptake of DINPs by 

EPCs.  

 

2.3.4. In vitro therapeutic effects of EpoR DINPs on HMMECs 

Pre-transfected HMMECs were used for the in vitro protection and tube formation study as 

described previously148. Briefly, HMMECs were pre-transfected with various DINPs one day 

before experiments. In the HMMEC protection study from ROS species, pre-transfected HMMECs 

were seeded in 96-well plates overnight at the confluent density. The cells were then washed with 

PBS 1x pH 7.40 and replenished with 200 µM H2O2 in low serum M199 media (1% FBS) for the 

1-day study. Cells treated with VEGF (5 ng/ml) served as the positive control while non-

transfected HMMECs exposed to H2O2 served as the negative control. At 24 hours, the cell culture 
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supernatant was removed and washed once with PBS 1x before cell viability was assessed by using 

MTS assays following the manufacturer's instruction (CellTiter 96 AQueous One Solution Cell 

Proliferation Assay, Promega, and Madison, WI). In the tube formation study, pre-transfected 

HMMECs were seeded on reduced growth factor Matrigel® matrix basement membrane (Corning, 

Glendale, AR) in 48 well plates with low serum M199. Treated cells were kept in the hypoxic 

chamber (<1% oxygen and 5% carbon dioxide in nitrogen) at 370C for 12 hours. HMMECs treated 

with VEGF (5 ng/ml) and non-transfected cells were used for the positive and negative controls, 

respectively. Phase contrast images were taken at 12 hours to analyze the tube formation efficiency 

by using NIH ImageJ software.  

 

2.3.5. Cytocompatibility of DINPs 

Cell toxicity and hemocompatibility of DINPs were investigated by incubating vascular 

smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and heparin-anticoagulated human blood with DINPs at various 

concentrations (0, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 µg/ml), respectively. On cell toxicity, the cell 

viability over a time range (24 and 48 hours) was studied via MTS assays following the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Hemocompatibility of DINPs was evaluated by detecting the number 

of adherent platelets via lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assays (Takara Bio INC.), assessing platelet 

activation by flow cytometry as described previously123,124,128,149, and determining whole blood 

clotting kinetics123,150. Poly(octamethylene citrate) (POC) was used as a control since it has been 

demonstrated to be well-suited for vascular graft coating applications partly because of its 

excellent hemocompatibility131,150,151. 

 

2.4. The evaluation of in vivo therapeutic and imaging effects of EpoR DINPs  
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2.4.1. Creation of PAD mice  

 A mouse model of unilateral hindlimb ischemia as previously described152 was used in this 

thesis research. Aging is an important factor responsible for impaired angiogenesis in PADs, and 

blood perfusion of ischemic hindlimbs in old mice was significantly decreased compared to young 

mice after surgery153. Briefly, 6–8 month-old retired Balb/c mice (age relevant to the old age of 

humans)153-156 of both sexes were purchased from Charles River Laboratory and housed at the 

UTA animal facility center at least one week before experiments. The left femoral artery and its 

branches were used for the ligation to generate hindlimb ischemia models based on the procedures 

described by Padgett et al157. The intact right hindlimb was used for a control non-ischemic limb. 

 

Figure 9. The left mouse PAD models. Balb/c mice at 6–8 months old were used to create the 

model. The left femoral artery and its branches including the proximal caudal femoral and 

superficial caudal epigastric arteries were exposed and isolated from the nerve before ligating 

with non-absorbable sutures 10-0. Three black arrows represent the ligation knots of arteries 

listed above. The right femoral artery was kept intact and served as the control of the study. 
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Briefly, mice were prepared for the ligated surgery followed IACUC standard operative procedures 

(SOPs) by subcutaneously injecting Buprenorphine SR 1.0 mg/kg and anesthetizing with 

isoflurane 2% in oxygen inhalation. A shaved incision of 1 cm was created on the front of the left 

thigh. The bundle of femoral and vessels were exposed. The femoral artery and its branches were 

carefully separated and ligated by using unabsorbable sutures 10-0 (Figure 9), and then the 

incisions were closed using absorbable sutures 7-0. Ligated mice were measured using blood 

perfusion to verify the ischemic tissues before returning to recovery cages. These mice were 

randomly selected from different treatment and control groups in any animal study. All in vivo 

experiments followed the animal protocol approved by the institutional animal care and use 

committee (IACUC) at the University of Texas at Arlington.  

 

2.4.2. Imaging assessment of PAD mice 

Initially, PAD mice were examined to verify the model and compare imaging modalities. In 

each case, the legs were shaved and thoroughly depilated to ensure optimal acoustic and optical 

contact. Mice were anesthetized and maintained with isoflurane (~2%) in air or oxygen with a nose 

cone (snorkel). Blood perfusions were measured by using laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) 

(PeriCam, PSI NR system, Perimed, Las Vegas, NV). The evaluation of oxy- and deoxy-

hemoglobin in ischemic tissues was determined via multispectral optoacoustic tomography 

(MSOT) InVision 256-TF small animal imaging system (iThera). MSOT provides high-resolution 

images at depths up to several centimeters, revealing vascular oxygen saturation throughout the 

leg muscles of animals158-172 as well as visualizing DINPs. More importantly, MSOT was used to 

verify that observations would match with the traditional technologies. Briefly, the animal holder 

was placed in the imaging chamber, and multiwavelengths (680, 730, 760, 798, 874, 930, 972 nm) 
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were chosen to exploit the spectral characteristics of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin to image 

ischemic and non-ischemic thighs. I evaluated differential perfusion between control and ischemic 

legs using LCSI and MSOT of the PAD models. 5 mg of blank DINPs was injected into the 

ischemic gastrocnemius muscle to verify the ability to assess their retention after administration. 

 

2.4.3. Bio-distribution study of ICG DINPs 

        About 2 mg of ICG DINPs were resuspended in 50 µl saline and intramuscularly injected 

along the ischemic gastrocnemius muscle on PAD mice for the bio-distribution study. Saline 

served as a control group. Bio-distribution of ICG DINPs was assessed by an in vivo fluorescent 

imaging system (Kodak in vivo Fx Pro system) via whole animal in vivo imaging and ex vivo organ 

imaging. In vivo optical imaging was used to observe the fluorescent intensity at 3 different 

timepoints (0, 4, and 24 hours). At 4 and 24 hour- timepoints, 4 mice/group were sacrificed to 

collect various organs including liver, kidneys, spleen, and gastrocnemius muscles (injured and 

healthy legs) for ex vivo imaging. The tissues were further homogenized by Precellys Evolution 

Homogenizers (Bertin Instruments), and fluorescent intensities of lysed samples were determined 

via a spectrophotometer (Tecan Infinite M200 Spectrophotometer). Quantification of DINP 

distribution was determined as the amount of DINPs per gram of tissue.  

 

2.4.4. Investigation of the in vivo effectiveness of DINPs on PAD mice 

        Three different doses of EpoR DINPs (1, 2, and 4 mg DINPs/mouse) were used to find the 

optimal dose of EpoR DINPs that induces maximum therapeutic effects while causing the least 

side-effects. Therapeutic effects were evaluated by blood perfusion and physical functionality. The 

optimized dose was used for further in vivo testing. Animals were divided into five groups: (1) 
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sham (saline as a negative control), (2) VEGF (positive control), (3) free EpoR plasmid (equivalent 

amount of EpoR plasmids in DINPs), (4) EpoR DINPs (the optimal dose found from the pilot 

study), and (5) empty vector DINPs (the same dose used for EpoR DINPs). The un-ligated (non-

ischemic) legs of the same animal were used to calculate blood perfusion ratio (ischemic/non-

ischemic leg ratio). PAD mice on the 2nd day were intramuscularly injected with 50 µl volume of 

the corresponding solution as described above. Treated animals were weekly imaged using LCSI 

and evaluated by an endurance test to assess limb recovery as described173. Briefly, the treadmill 

device (Panlab Touchscreen Treadmill, Harvad Apparatus, Holliston, MA) was started at a low 

speed (6 m/min), then the velocity was raised 2 m/min every 2 minutes for 12 minutes and kept 

constant at 18 m/min thereafter. Exhaustion was defined as the mouse spending more than 5 

seconds on the shock grid without reengaging the treadmill. Animals were sacrificed at 7 and 21 

days after treatment for histology analysis95,128,158.  

 

2.4.5. Evaluation of histological staining 

Gastrocnemius muscles were collected, sectioned, stained, and analyzed by H&E and 

immunohistology staining. Cross-sections of muscle embedded in paraffin were cut in 5 um 

thickness and put on the glass slides (3-5 sections/slide). H&E staining was performed to analyze 

the muscular structure and tissue inflammation. All immunohistology staining was performed by 

fluorescent labeled secondary antibodies, as detailed in Abcam immunostaining protocols. Briefly, 

sample antigens were retrieved using different methods depending on specific markers including 

CD31, CD34, EpoR, Ki67, desmin, and smooth muscle cells ( -SMA). Then a diluted primary 

antibody was incubated at 40C overnight in moisture. The samples were washed with PBS 2x for 

5 minutes before incubating diluted FITC labeled secondary antibody for 1 hour at room 
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temperature. The nuclei were counter-stained to DAPI before adding mounting media. The slides 

were covered with coverslips and sealed with nail polish. Fluorescent images were taken under a 

fluorescent ECHO Revolve microscope. To assess angiogenesis, primary anti-CD31+ antibodies 

were used to quantify ECs. The capillary density (capillaries/mm2) labeled with CD31 was 

determined as the number of capillaries per total area (square millimeter). To determine the 

potential of EpoR DINPs on EpoR expression and EPC recruitment, tissue sections were 

immunostained with primary anti-EpoR antibodies and anti-CD34 antibodies, respectively. 

Similarly, FITC labeled secondary antibody was incubated on the treated samples for one hour 

before taking fluorescent images. To evaluate neovascularization, tissue sections were co-stained 

for the presence of endothelial cells (CD31), smooth muscle cells ( -SMA), pericytes (desmin), 

and nuclei DAPI counterstain. Neovascularization was quantified by measuring the density of 

vessels per unit area and maturation of blood vessels containing positive stains of all ECs, SMCs, 

and pericytes. 

 

2.4.6. Toxicity assessment of DINPs 

Potential side effects were monitored from biweekly body weight for up to 4 weeks. To 

determine potential cardiotoxicity, I examined biomarkers such as troponins. Lung toxicity was 

detected by the tumor necrosis factor; kidney toxicity via serum creatinine, blood urea nitrogen, 

and kidney injury molecµle-1, and liver toxicity using alanine aminotransferase and LDH.  
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Chapter 3 

RESULTS 

 

3.1. DINP fabrication and characterization 

3.1.1. Plasmid purification and characterization 

Three different plasmids were successfully purified by EndoFree Qiagen kits. I collected 8.8 

mg mEpoR, 6.2 mg hEpoR, and 5.5 mg empty vector per kit. Their purifications were described 

as the purity of the collected plasmids in Table 1. 

Gel electrophoresis showed the wide bands of the supercoil (undigested) h.EpoR plasmids and 

empty vector. The 

digested h.EpoR 

plasmids separated 

two bands on the gel 

including the 

backbone (larger) 

band at the same 

level with the empty 

vector and the 

h.EpoR genes 

Table 1. Plasmid characterization 

 

 

Figure 10. Gel electrophoresis of undigested and digested plasmids. 

The results showed the h.EpoR band was observed between 2 k and 1.5 k 

bands after digestion, which is proper for the size of h.EpoR genes (1527 

base pairs). The backbone band was the same level as the empty vector. 
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(shorter) band sized close to 1.5k base pairs (Figure 10).  

3.1.2. DINPs fabrication and characterization 

I have successfully fabricated several types of DINPs loaded with different plasmids or dyes 

using modified standard double emulsification methods142-145 and used them for our in vitro and 

in vivo studies. As shown in Figure 11, I synthesized different types of DINPs: i) blank DINPs, ii) 

empty vector DINPs, iii) h.EpoR DINPs (for in vitro studies using mammalian cells) and iv) 

m.EpoR DINPs and ICG DINPs (for therapeutic and biodistribution animal studies). DINP sizes, 

surface charges, and plasmid loading efficiencies were determined. The average sizes of DINPs 

ranged from 283 to 378 nm (Table 2). Our method effectively encapsulated various plasmids 

 

Table 2. Characterization of DINPs 

 

Figure 11. The powder forms of various fabricated DINPs. Various DINPs were 

fabricated including blank DINPs, empty vector DINPs, h.EpoR DINPs, and m.EpoR 

DINPs. DINP powder had light gray color in soft fluffy forms after freeze-drying. They 

were stored in a dry condition and covered by aluminum foil to protect from light. 
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inside DINPs (average 80% loading efficiency).   

3.1.3. DINPs imaging properties 

TEM images of EpoR DINPs showed 

spherical shapes around 200 nm diameters 

(Figure 12). The diameters were different due 

to different methods used to measure the 

diameters of NPs. The intrinsic fluorescent 

properties of blank DINPs were observed under 

microscopes by using different fluorescent 

channels including DAPI (excitation 

wavelength 385 nm/emission wavelength 450 

nm), FITC (excitation wavelength 470 

nm/emission wavelength 525 nm), and CY5 (excitation wavelength 640 nm/emission wavelength 

690 nm) channels (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 12. TEM images of EpoR DINPs. The 

EpoR DINPs suspension 1 mg/ml was prepared 

to add on the TEM grid for taking DINP images. 

DINPs were visualized in uniformly spherical 

shapes ranging from 150 nm-200 nm. 

 

Figure 13. The intrinsic fluorescent properties of DINPs. The blank DINPs were resuspended in DI 

water at 10µg/ml concentration. 100 µl DINPs suspension was dropped on the glass slides and let air-

dry before adding one drop of the fluorescent mounting media. The sample was covered by a coverslip 

and fluorescent images taken in DAPI, FITC and CY5 channels. The results showed that fluorescent 

images of blank DINPs were visualized in different channels. The scale bar is 25 µm. 
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3.1.4. Drug release profiles 

EpoR DINPs at a concentration of 1 

mg/ml were used for the plasmid release 

study in PBS 1x pH 7.40 for various time 

points. Then plasmids released were 

precipitated for measuring the 

concentration. The results showed the 

biphasic release curve of EpoR DINPs 

was determined with the burst release 

phase (11% of EpoR released) for the 

first 12 hours followed by the sustained 

release phase (Figure 14). 

 

3.1.5. DINP stability 

The stability of DINPs in 10% FBS, saline, stimulated body fluid, and DI water over time (72 

hours) was examined. The results showed that the particle sizes of DINPs changed similarly to 

these of PLGA NPs throughout the incubation time (Figure 15). There were no signs of 

aggregation during the study although the sizes were slightly increased or decreased between 

timepoints; however, they are not significant differences.  

 

Figure 14. The release profile of EpoR DINPs. The 

kinetic of EpoR released from DINPs in PBS solution 

at 370C. The biphasic release curve of EpoR DINPs 

was seen including burst released phase with 11% 

EpoR in the first 12 hours and the sustained released 

phase up to 17% at day 3. Data presented as 

Mean±SEM. 
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3.2. In vitro studies of EpoR DINPs 

3.2.1. GFP expression  

LentiX cells were used to transfect with free plasmids to confirm functions, expression of 

GFP. The results showed empty vectors, h.EpoR, and m.EpoR plasmids were able to transfect 

LentiX cells to express GFP signals under the fluorescent microscope on the 1st and 3rd days 

(Figure 16). GFP intensity as well as the numbers of transfected cells was low on day 1 and 

increased on day 3. The transfection efficiency was higher with the empty vector compared to 

 

Figure 15. Size stability of DINPs.  1 mg/ml DINPs were prepared in various solvents including 10% 

serum, saline (0.9% NaCl), simulated body fluid, and DI water. Their sizes were measured over 72 hours 

for size stability study. The results showed there were no significantly different sizes (no particle 

aggregates) between DINPs and PLGA NPs at various timepoints (0, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 days). 
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EpoR plasmids, whereas a similar transfection efficiency was seen between m.EpoR and h.EpoR.  

 

3.2.2. EpoR expression on EPCs 

The mCherry plasmids were used for this experiment and DINP transfection study on EPCs 

to improve the fluorescent intensity for monitoring transfection efficiency easily. The confirmation 

of EpoR expression was performed to verify EpoR plasmid encoding EpoR transmembrane protein 

on the surface of transfected EPCs. PEI polymers were used to enhance transfection efficiency on 

EPCs while empty vectors served as the negative control of EpoR expression. Cy5 tagged EpoR 

antibodies were used to stain transfected cells on the first day to determine the EpoR expressed on 

the surface of EPCs. The results showed that the PEI:plasmid complexes were able to transfect 

 

Figure 16. Transfection study of free plasmids on LentiX cells. LentiX cells (500,000 cells/ 

well) were seeded on 6-well-plates overnight in 10% FBS DMEM. Purified plasmids (5µg) with 

lipofectamine 3000 were added and incubated for 2 hours in 1% FBS in DMEM for gene 

transfection studies. Then Lenti-X cells were supplemented with 10% FBS DMEM. GFP 

expression protein was observed under fluorescent imaging system (20X) over time (1 day and 

3 days). The results showed cell transfection started at day 1 and increased at day 3. The empty 

vector showed high fluorescent intensity compared to the other plasmids at day 3. The scale 

bar is 125 µm. 
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EPCs on the first day. The empty vectors only expressed mCherry fluorescent protein while EpoR 

plasmids showed the colocalization of mCherry and Cy5 fluorescent signals (Figure 17). 

 

3.2.3. EpoR DINPs transfection study on EPCs  

To verify the transfection capacity of EpoR DINPs on EPCs, the dose-dependent study of 

EpoR DINPs was performed to find the optimal concentration for transfection. Three different 

 

Figure 17. Transfection study of PEI: plasmids complexes on EPCs for one day. EPCs (50,000 

cells/well) are seeded on a 48-well plate overnight. 8 µg plasmids/mg with 1:3 (w/w) PEI:plasmids 

were added to EPCs and  incubated for 2 hours. Empty vectors were used for the negative control of 

EpoR expression. DAPI was stained for nuclei. TX red was mCherry fluorescent protein expressed 

from empty vectors and EpoR plasmids while Cy5 was only labeled for EpoR transmembrane protein 

expression on EPCs. Fluorescence images (20X) were taken using Echo Revolve microscope.  Images 

were then processed using ImageJ for brightness and contrast adjustment. The results showed empty 

vectors only expressed mCherry fluorescent protein while EpoR plasmids showed the colocalization 

mCherry and Cy5 fluorescent signals.  The scale bar is 90 µm. 
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doses of EpoR DINPs including 50 µg/ml, 75 µg/ml, and 100 µg/ml were examined on EPCs for 

2 days (Figure 18). Blank DINPs were used at the highest concentration 100 µg/ml to subtract the 

intrinsic fluorescent properties of DINPs. The results showed that EpoR DINPs at 75 µg/ml 

showed highest mCherry fluorescent intensities compared to that of the other group. Its fluorescent 

intensity also increased on the second day of the transfection. EpoR DINPs at 50 µg/ml showed 

less transfection on both days, whereas 100 µg/ml of EpoR DINPs showed less signals on the 2nd 

day compared to the 1st day. There were no fluorescent signals observed in the blank DINP group.   

 

 

Figure 18. The dose-dependent study of EpoR DINPs on EPCs for two days. EPCs (17,000 

cells/well) were seeded on a 96-well-plate overnight in 10% FBS completed media. EPCs were 

put into quiescent state for 2 hours in incomplete media and incubated to EpoR DINPs (in 1% 

FBS media) at various concentrations (50, 75, and 100 µg/ml) for 2 hours. Then EPCs were 

supplemented with 5% FBS media. Blank DINPs were used for the negative control group. 

Treated cells were washed with 1x PBS and observed for mCherry fluorescent protein 

expression for 1- and 2-days using Echo Revolve fluorescent microscope (20X). Images were 

then processed using ImageJ for brightness and contrast adjustment. The results showed that 

EpoR DINPs at 75 µg/ml showed highest mCherry fluorescent intensities compared to that of 

the other groups. Its fluorescent intensity also increased in the second day of the transfection. 
EpoR DINPs at 50 µg/ml showed less transfection on both days while 100 µg/ml of EpoR 

DINPs showed less signals on the 2nd day compared to the 1st day. There were no fluorescent 

signals observed on the blank DINP group.  The scale bar is 90 µm. 
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3.2.4. DINPs uptake study 

Cy5 fluorescent channels were used to trace DINPs while DAPI fluorescent channels 

represented EC nuclei. Figure 19 

shows representative fluorescent 

images of DINPs (red) were 

uptaken to the EPCs at various 

concentrations of DINPs (0, 250, 

500, and 1000 µg/ml in low serum 

media) after 2 hours incubation. 

No DINPs signals were observed 

in ECs at 0 µg/ml concentration 

which served as the negative 

control for the study. Cy5 

 

Figure 19. The uptake study of DINPs on EPCs.  EPCs (25,000 cells/well) were seeded on collagen 

coated coverslips (22x22 mm) overnight. Cells were put into a quiescent state for 2 hours in incomplete 

media before being incubated another 2 hours in different concentrations of DINPs (0, 250, 500, and 

1000 µg/ml). After 2 hours, EC nuclei were stained with DAPI, then fluorescent images were taken to 

trace DINPs (Cy5) inside ECs using Echo Revolve fluorescent microscope. Images were then processed 

using ImageJ software for brightness and contrast adjustment. The results showed EPC uptake was 

increased when the concentration of DINPs was higher. There was no fluorescent signal observed at 0 

µg/ml DINP concentration. 

 

Figure 20. The quantitative analysis of DINPs uptake on 

EPCs. Cells after incubating with DINPs at different 

concentrations (0, 250, 500, and 1000 µg/ml) were lysed with 

1% Triton 100X for 30 minutes to measure fluorescent 

intensity of DINPs and total protein concentration. The data 

were analyzed in µg DINPs/mg cell protein. The results 

showed that EPCs absorbed 0.5 µg, 1.4 µg, and 5.6 µg per mg 

protein at 250, 500, and 1000 µg/ml DINPs, respectively. 
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fluorescent intensities of DINPs were visualized on various treatment groups. EPCs uptake was 

increased when the concentration of DINPs was higher. Treated EPCs were lysed with 1% Triton 

X-100 for 30 minutes to quantitate the amount of DINPs in EPCs at various concentrations. The 

results showed that EPCs uptook 0.5 µg, 1.4 µg, and 5.6 µg DINPs per mg protein according to 

incubated concentrations of 250, 500, and 1000 µg/ml DINPs, respectively (Figure 20). The 

detailed cellular uptake was also 

visualized using the Cytovia 

microscope. For this study, 500 µg/ml 

DINPs were chosen for the 

representative EPCs uptake DINPs by 

using DAPI fluorescent properties of 

DINPs. Figure 21 showed that DAPI 

fluorescent signals were scattered in 

distribution in the cytosol of EPCs 

while no fluorescent signals were 

observed on the control group (without 

incubation of DINPs).  

 

3.2.5. In vitro therapeutic effects of EpoR DINPs on HMMECs 

The therapeutic efficacy of EpoR plasmids released from DINPs was assessed in HMMECs 

because they were ECs derived from skeletal muscles, which have similar properties of ECs from 

PADs. I selected only the most effective concentration of EpoR plasmids (50 ng/ml) for our cell 

studies. HMMECs were treated with various treatments, including no treatment as a negative 

 

Figure 21. The Cytoviva images of DINPs absorbed 

HMMECs. Cells were seeded on coverslips overnight 

before being incubated to DINPs at 500 µg/ml for 2 

hours before being visualized under the Cytoviva 

microscope in DAPI channels. The merge images were 

the overlay images between phase contrast and 

fluorescent images. The results showed fluorescent 

signals of DINPs unevenly distributed in the cell cytosol 

while no fluorescent signals were observed in the control 

group. 
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control, VEGF, free EpoR, and EpoR DINPs (Figure 22). The protection study was performed in 

the presence of ROS species (200 µM H2O2) in low serum culture media to determine the in vitro 

protective capability of EpoR DINPs. 200 uM H2O2 caused HMMECs survival to be reduced up 

to 70% in one day. EpoR DINPs significantly protected stressed HMMECs compared to the control 

group (no treatment) as shown by the induced cell viability after 24 hours of exposure. EpoR 

DINPs and the free EpoR group had similar cell protection capabilities, which was better 

protection than the VEGF group; however, there were no significant differences between these 

groups. The results determined cell viability was higher with EpoR DINPs and free EpoR (both 

112% survival) compared to that of VEGF (100%), and significantly better compared to that of 

the non-treatment group (71%, p<0.05). Angiogenesis was studied in the matrigel placed hypoxia 

 

Figure 22: In vitro therapeutic effects of EpoR DINPs on Human Muscµlar Microvascµlar 

Endothelial Cells (HMMECs). HMMECs were pre-transfected with various treatment groups for 4 

hours and used as cell sources for seeding in protection study (A) and angiogenesis (B). A) Cells were 

seeded onto 96 well plates at confluent density overnight. Cells were washed and replenished with 

200 μM H2O2 in low serum media for 1 day. Then cell viability was analyzed via MTS assays (n = 3). 

No treatment (cells in low serum media with H2O2) served as negative control. The results 

demonstrated EpoR DINPs, free EpoR, and VEGF significantly protected HMMECs under stress 

conditions. B) Pre-transfected HMMECs in low serum media were seeded on Matrigel for 12 hours 

(n=3). Angiogenesis images were taken at 0 hours and 12 hours by using a phase contrast microscope 

and analyzed using ImageJ software. EpoR DINPs significantly enhanced angiogenesis compared to 

that of the no treatment group and showed similar angiogenesis effects as the VEGF group. Data 

presented as Mean±SD. Student’s t-tests were run and * indicated significant difference (P<0.05) with 

respect to the no treatment group in protection and angiogenesis study.  
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chamber (1% O2, 5% CO2 at 370C) to mimic ischemic tissues in PAD patients. Phase-contrast 

images were taken at 12 hours to observe HMMECs facilitate angiogenesis (Figure 23). The 

analyzed data demonstrated significant induction of angiogenesis (p<0.05) in all groups (VEGF, 

free EpoR, and EpoR DINPs) when compared to that of the no-treatment group. According to the 

study, HMMECs could induce tube formation within 12 hours. EpoR DINPs (79%) significantly 

enhanced tube formation on the matrigel compared to the no treatment (44%) and free EpoR (58%) 

groups (Figure 22B). The percentage of tube formation induced in the EpoR DINPs group 

increased almost 2 times compared to that of the no-treatment group. VEGF enhanced higher tube 

formation compared to the EpoR DINPs group, but there were no significant differences between 

these groups.  

 

3.3. In vivo studies of EpoR DINPs 

3.3.1.  PAD models 

 

Figure 23. The representative images of in vitro tube formation of EpoR DINPs in hypoxic 

conditions. Phase-contrast images were taken at 0 and 12 hours to observe HMMECs facilitate 

angiogenesis. The results showed a significant induction of angiogenesis in groups (VEGF, free 

EpoR, and EpoR DINPs) when compared to that of the no treatment group (p<0.05). 
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The PAD models were created by ligating the left femoral artery and its branches following 

the published procedure.1 LSCI was used to quantify the percentage of blood perfusion reduced on 

the damaged legs compared to the normal legs (Figure 24). The ischemic paw showed pallor color, 

while the healthy paw was reddish in clinical images. Correspondingly, LSCI images of the 

ischemic paw were blue and black, which is low or no blood perfusion, whereas the healthy one 

was visualized red, which is high blood perfusion. The line graph showed the blood perfusion of 

the healthy leg (blue line) was 5 times higher than that of the ischemic leg (red line) measured 

immediately after the ligation. The ischemic leg significantly reduced the blood perfusion 

compared to that of the healthy leg. The combined data of 25 retired Balb/c mice aged 6-8 months 

showed that the ratio of blood perfusion significantly reduced from 97% to 13% right after the 

surgery (Figure 25). However, the blood perfusion ratio varied highly from mouse to mouse, as 

seen in the dot graph on the left side. The analyzed data demonstrated the blood perfusion was 

 

Figure 24. LSCI of the established PAD mice. The PAD models were created by ligating the left 

femoral artery and its branches following the published procedure. 1 LSCI were immediately used 

to measure the percentage of blood perfusion reduced on the damaged legs compared to the 

normal legs. On the upper-left corner image, the ischemic paw showed pallor or pale color while 

the healthy paw was reddish in the real image. Correspondingly, LSCI images of the ischemic paw 

was blue and black, which is low or no blood perfusion, whereas the healthy one was visualized 

red, which is high blood perfusion. The line graph showed the blood perfusion of the healthy leg 

(blue line) and the ischemic leg (red line). The ischemic leg significantly reduced the blood 

perfusion compared to these in the healthy leg. 
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significantly reduced on the bar graph on the right side. Besides using LSCI for blood perfusion 

measurement, MSOT was also investigated in Dr. 

Mason’s lab at UTSW after IM injecting 5 

mg/50µl of the blank DINPs on the ischemic 

gastrocnemius muscle (PAD model was created 

by clamping the leg at UTSW) to study 

hemoglobin saturation and DINP tracking 

(Figure 26). Figure 26A showed the ischemic leg 

had less oxygen saturation compared to the 

normal leg on the transaxial view at the thigh level 

under MSOT imaging. Figure 26B also showed 

DINPs (green) were observed right after IM 

 

Figure 25. The quantitative analysis of blood perfusion on PAD mice (n = 25). The left graph 

showed the LSCI data before and after the ligation of the left femoral arteries and its branches in 

25 Balb/c mice. Figure A and B showed the representative images of the same mouse before and 

after the ligation procedure on the left femoral arteries and its branches. The ischemic leg was 

observed as blue and black color, which is low and no blood perfusion while the healthy leg 

showed red and yellowish color, which is high blood perfusion. The right bar graph (C) 

demonstrated the significantly reduced blood perfusion in PAD mice compared to healthy mice. 

(*) indicated a significant difference (P<0.001).  

97% 

13% 

 

Figure 26. MSOT images of blank DINPs 

on a PAD mouse. PAD mouse was created 

and IM injected 100 µl of blank DINPs (5 

mg/ml) along the gastrocnemius muscle. The 

animal was prepared for taking MSOT 

images. The results showed that DINPs were 

visualized in the ischemic tissue in green 

color on the transaxial view at the thigh level. 
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injection on the ischemic thigh, which showed less oxygen-hemoglobin (red) and presence of 

deoxygen-hemoglobin (blue) compared with the normal thigh (C-th).  

 

3.3.2. Bio-distribution of ICG DINPs on PAD mice 

To determine the best administration routes for PAD treatment, our group previously 

performed a biodistribution study using ICG PLGA NPs to investigate IM injection and IV 

injection in PAD mice (Figure 27). The published data showed that IM injection not only provided 

higher accumulation in the ischemic tissues, but also caused less toxicity in the liver and kidneys 

at 24 and 48 hours.2 Following IM injection, the majority of ICG PLGA NPs were retained in the 

leg muscle for 48 hours, while low fluorescent signals of ICG revealed in livers and spleens at 24 

hours and kidneys at 48 hours. Therefore, IM injection was selected as the main administrative 

route to test DINPs on PAD mice for various experiments later. The biodistribution of DINPs was 

performed on 10 PAD mice including saline (n=2) and DINPs (n=8) to study the retention of 

 

Figure 27. The biodistribution study of ICG-loaded PLGA nanoparticles through intravenous 

(IV) and intramuscular (IM) injections. A) Fluorescent intensity of collected tissues and organs 

at different time points; B) Quantified dye loaded NPs accumulated in tissues and organs at 

different time points. Data presented as Mean±SD. Student’s and Welch’s t-test were run and § 

indicated significant difference (P<0.01) with respect to IV injection.2 
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DINPs at ischemic legs and other organs at 

3 different timepoints (0 hours, 4 hours, and 

24 hours). The results demonstrated the 

fluorescent intensities were observed over 

time points at the ischemic legs under the in 

vivo imaging (Figure 28). The fluorescent 

signals of DINPs at time-point 0 hours 

(right after injection) showed less intensity 

compared to 4 and 24 hours. The 

investigated mice were sacrificed at 4 hours 

and 24 hours for ex vivo imaging to evaluate 

DINPs that remained at the ischemic tissues as well as accumulated in organs.   

 

Figure 28. The representative in vivo images 

of DINPs in the gastrocnemius muscle of PAD 

mice at timepoint 0h, 4h, and 24h. PAD mice 

were IM injected with ICG DINPs and taken 

the fluorescent images at 0h, 4h, and 24h. The 

results determined that DINPs still remained in 

the ischemic tissues at 4 and 24 hours. 

 

Figure 29. The ex vivo biodistribution study of DINPs on PAD mice at 4 and 24 hours.  PAD 

mice were injected with ICG DINPs along the gastrocnemius muscle; then treated mice were 

sacrificed at 4 and 24 hours for ex vivo imaging. A) Ex vivo images of DINPs in organs. The results 

showed that DINPs remained at ischemic tissues at 4 and 24 hours. There were no fluorescent 

signals observed in the other tissues. B) The analyzed data of DINPs in homogenized tissues. The 

collected tissues were homogenized and centrifuged to collect supernatant for measuring 

fluorescent signals of DINPs. The quantitative data evaluated approximately 2 ug DINPs/mg 

tissues at 4 and 24 hours in gastrocnemius muscle while DINPs also appeared in other organs 

such as spleen, heart, lung, kidneys, and liver subsequently. 
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Figure 29A shows similar fluorescent intensities observed at the ischemic muscle at both 

timepoints, while no signals presented in the hearts, lungs, livers, spleens, and kidneys. No 

fluorescent signals were seen in any tissues in the saline group at all different timepoints. To 

quantify the amount of DINPs on each tissue, all tissues were weighed, homogenized, and 

measured for fluorescent intensities by using a spectrophotometer (Figure 29B). The amount of 

DINPs per tissues (µg/gm) at 4 hours and 24 hours were determined including livers (0.06 and 

0.05), ischemic legs (1.96 and 2.06), kidneys (0.06 and 0.06), lungs (0.16 and 0.16), spleens (0.29 

and 0.21), and hearts (0.24 and 0.21).  

 

3.3.3. Therapeutic effect of EpoR DINPs in LSCI and treadmill 

The pilot study of EpoR DINPs was performed on 8 PAD mice to determine the optimal dose 

for the therapeutic study. The results determined 80 µg EpoR DINPs/g (equivalent to 294 ng EpoR 

plasmids/g mice) and 40 µg EpoR DINPs/g groups enhanced blood perfusion at the first week and 

the third week compared to that of the saline group (data not shown). Blood perfusion recovery 

was similar in the first week between the two DINP groups; however, the 80 µg EpoR DINPs 

group enhanced 13% higher blood perfusion compared to the 40 µg EpoR DINPs group. Therefore, 

I chose 80 µg EpoR DINPs/g mice as the effective dose for the in vivo therapeutic study.  

To determine in vivo therapeutic effects of EpoR DINPs, 50 µl of each treatment group was 

intramuscularly injected to the left gastrocnemius muscle (the injured legs) of Balb/c mice (n=3-5 

per group) on the 2nd day post-surgery. The four animal groups included saline (sham, control), 

free EpoR (294 ng EpoR plasmid/g), VEGF (28 ng VEGF/g) and EpoR DINPs (80 µg EpoR 

DINPs/g). The normal legs on the right side of the same mouse served as a control for normalizing 

the blood perfusion ratio (ischemic leg/normal leg ratio). LSCI was used to measure blood 
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perfusion at day 0, week 1 and week 3 to determine blood perfusion changes. The results 

demonstrated that EpoR DINPs significantly improved blood perfusion of the injured hindlimb 

compared to the sham group (Figure 30B).  

All animals in the control group developed necrotic toes and/or limbs within 1-2 weeks. Free 

EpoR plasmids showed similar blood perfusion to the sham group, likely due to a quick clearance 

of free plasmids by the animal immune system. Mice treated with VEGF showed better blood 

perfusion compared to the saline and free EpoR treatment, but less perfusion compared to EpoR 

DINPs. Treadmill endurance tests showed similar physical restoration of treated mice in concern 

with blood perfusion improvement. Mice treated with EpoR DINPs showed stronger physical 

 

Figure 30. In vivo therapeutic effects of EpoR DINPs on PAD mice. A) Representative blood 

perfusion images of Balb/c PAD mice treated with saline and EpoR DINPs. EpoR DINPs 

restored blood perfusion quickly and protected PAD mice from autoamputation compared to 

the saline group (n=3-5). Spectrum colors show various levels of blood perfusion: Red is high 

blood perfusion, blue is low blood perfusion, and black is completely no blood perfusion. B) 

Blood perfusion improvement of treated PAD mice were evaluated by analyzing non-ischemic 

leg/ischemic leg blood perfusion ratio. EpoR DINPs enhanced the blood perfusion ratio better 

than those in the VEGF, saline, and free EpoR groups. C) Physical improvement of treated 

PAD mice was analyzed by treadmill endurance tests. The results demonstrated that EpoR 

DINPs restored physical capability better compared to the other groups. 
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abilities than VEGF, free EpoR, and saline groups (Figure 30C). The results proved that 

intramuscular administration of EpoR DINPs to injured legs in PAD mice prolonged the retention 

time needed for improving the bioavailability of therapeutic EpoR plasmids released from DINPs 

and improved in vivo therapeutic responses. The effectiveness of EpoR DINPs enhanced blood 

perfusion and restored the physical ability of injured legs in PAD mice, a promising potential for 

similar efficacy in humans.  

 

3.3.4. Histology staining 

The treated mice in the saline and EpoR DINPs group were sacrificed to collect the 

gastrocnemius muscle for H&E staining and immunohistology staining to determine muscle 

 

Figure 31. H&E staining of the gastrocnemius muscle on treated PAD mice. The gastrocnemius 

muscles from the mice treated with saline and EpoR DINPs groups (n=4) were harvested and 

embedded in OCT before tissue sectioning 5 um per section. Then tissue slides were stained with 

H&E staining and observed under the bright field microscope (40X). On the saline group, the 

ischemic muscle experienced serious inflammation (red arrow), muscle necrosis replaced by 

adipocytes (white arrow), and atrophy muscle (blue arrow). On the other hand, EpoR DINPs were 

able to protect ischemic muscle from inflammation and necrosis although some inflamed sites were 

observed on the staining areas. 
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structure and assess EpoR expression, angiogenesis, and EPC recruitment. Ischemic muscles were 

gently dissected from the tibia bone and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde overnight before being 

embedded in the paraffin for tissue sections. H&E staining of muscle cross-sections showed that 

EpoR DINPs protected the ischemic muscles from serious inflammation and necrosis for 

maintaining their normal structures (Figure 31). The saline group showed muscle fibers changed 

the shape, becoming atrophy muscle (blue arrow). The muscle bundles became separated and 

thinner. The central nucleated muscle fibers were observed in several sites in the area while most 

of them were degenerated nuclei around the muscle fiber. There was the presence of adipocytes 

(white arrow) and severe inflammatory areas (red arrow). In the EpoR DINP group, the muscle 

fibers still maintained a healthy structure. A few inflammatory sites were observed in the staining 

areas as well as in the adipocytes. The significantly higher number of central nucleated muscle 

fibers was presented on muscle fibers compared to the saline group.  

For immunohistochemical staining, the tissue sections were stained with anti-CD31 (EC 

biomarker), anti-CD 34 (EPC biomarker), and anti-EpoR (EpoR expression) antibodies following 

the double staining immunohistochemistry protocol posted on the Abcam website. The same 

secondary antibody conjugated to FITC was used for all immunostaining of CD31, CD34, and 

EpoR markers, so the positive cells with these biomarkers were visualized to the green color of 

the FITC channel (Figure 32). The results determined that mice treated with EpoR DINPs 

significantly increased the number of cells positive CD31 in Figure 32A, CD34 in Figure 32B, 

and highly expressed EpoR protein in Figure 32C. The quantitative analysis in Figure 32D 

showed EpoR DINPs enhanced capillary density 92 times compared to the saline group. Slightly 

increasing EPC recruitment was observed in the treatment group, which was 4 times higher 

compared to the saline group. EpoR expression was significantly increased 58 times higher than 
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that of the saline group.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Immunohistochemistry tissue staining of CD31, CD34, and EpoR biomarkers on 

treated PAD mice. Double immunohistochemical staining technique was used to stain 

gastrocnemius sections (5 um per section). The primary antibodies were mouse anti-CD31, mouse 

anti-CD34, and mouse anti-EpoR antibodies where the secondary antibodies tagged with FITC 

were against the primary correspondingly. Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI as 

counterstaining. A) Representative images of CD31 staining. B) Representative images of CD34 

staining. C) Representative images of EpoR staining. D) The analyzed data of cells expressed 

CD31, CD34, and EpoR per field of view microscope. EpoR DINPs significantly increased the 

number of cells staining positive with CD31, CD34, and EpoR. Data presented as Mean±SD for 

percentage of various biomarkers positive per field of view. Student’s and Welch’s t-test were run 

and * indicated significant difference (P<0.01) with respect to corresponding saline groups. 
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Chapter 4 

DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION 

 

 Although PLGA NPs have been developed for the treatment of PAD, translational aspects 

of PLGA NPs could be limited as they could not provide the imaging properties for the detection. 

PLGA, a common FDA-approved polymer, possesses superior encapsulating properties for 

probucol delivery to tissues and retention in rabbit femoral arteries and the hindlimb muscle.108 

VEGF plasmid loaded PLGA NPs induced significant angiogenesis with dense capillaries, 

improved collateral circulation, and enhanced gene expression compared to that of naked 

plasmids.109 Furthermore, IM injection of sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) loaded PLGA NPs 

demonstrated their effectiveness as suitable carriers of pro-angiogenic factors110,111. The major 

disadvantage of PLGA is non-imaging materials. To overcome this limitation, PLGA needs to load 

both dyes and drugs inside NPs or one in the core and the other on the shells; however, this limited 

drug loading complicates the fabrication process. Thus, the intrinsic imaging materials are 

developed to satisfy the high demand for detection and treatment on the same NP design for PADs.

 In the last decade, several imaging biomaterials have been developed to apply for treatment 

management or image-guided surgery. The multifunctional citric acid-derived, biodegradable 

elastomers is one such novel bioimaging material123-132 with intrinsic photoluminescent properties 

served as in vitro and in vivo imaging tools for detection. Besides these materials, the inorganic 

NPs demonstrated their benefits on imaging application; however, they cause cytotoxicity and 

impair NO production174-176. Recently, novel biodegradable photoluminescent polymers (BPLPs) 

have been investigated because of the need for bio-imaging materials without conjugating 

photobleaching organic dyes and/or cytotoxic quantum dots130. BPLPs can be used to formulate 
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NPs that could be used for tracking during treatment due to their tunable fluorescent properties129; 

however, it is limited in detecting in deep tissues, which is a challenge for in vivo imaging 

application. To overcome this limitation, aniline tetramer (AT) was introduced to BPLPs for 

bringing deep tissue photoacoustic imaging ability. The fluorescent intensity of BPLPATs was 

decreased with the increase of AT weight ratios, while the PA signals were increased. PA images 

of BPLPATs can be visualized at a depth of 11 mm under chicken breast tissues ex vivo. Therefore, 

the unique photoacoustic properties of BPLPAT make it promising materials for formulating 

nanoparticles with desired fluorescence and photoacoustic imaging for managing treatment. 

 In this project, I used BPLPAT 10% (instead of BPLPAT 5% and BPLPAT 15%) to 

formulate and optimize DINPs to maintain the intrinsic fluorescent properties of BPLP while 

acquiring high PA signals of DINPs on PAD treatment. We successfully fabricated DINPs in a 

powder form for long-term storage with high plasmid loading efficiency (average 80%). DINPs 

had uniform spherical shapes with a diameter range of 150 nm-250 nm and high negative zeta 

potential. Its PDI ranged from 0.138-0.213, which was an acceptable index (<0.3). DLS showed 

larger diameters of DINPs compared to TEM images because they used different principles to 

evaluate the diameters. According to the release curve, DINPs provided the biphasic release profile 

including the burst phase (11% of EpoR released) for 12 hours followed by the sustained phase. It 

noted that DINPs demonstrated quick release of larger plasmids compared to PLGA NPs, which 

released 4% during the first 24 hours.177 This can be attributed by polylactones and hydrophilic 

glycolic acid in BPLPs, which provide fast release and degradation.178 The fast release of DINPs 

will benefit PAD treatment since it would improve the short-term therapeutic efficiency. The 

stability of DINPs was observed in different solutions, including DI water, 10% FBS, saline, and 

simulated body fluid over 72 hours without any signs of aggregations. The high negative charge 
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of DINPs helped to maintain the size stability. Therefore, DINPs are not aggregates in the studied 

solutions and safe to use for in vivo study. 

 DINPs were visualized on three different fluorescent channels including DAPI, FITC, and 

Cy5; however, they were taken at a high intensity of light sources. As discussed above, the 

BPLPAT polymers had strong photoluminescent properties, so it demonstrated that the intrinsic 

fluorescent properties of BPLPATs were weakened in DINPs. I speculate the low fluorescent 

signals of DINPs were due to the differential density of BPLPATs and DINPs, where BPLPATs 

have higher density than DINPs. This can be a drawback of tracking DINPs in cell cultures for a 

long-term study. To investigate the benefits of DINPs as imaging probes to keep track of EPCs, 

various concentrations of DINPs were incubated with EPCs for 2 hours. Treated cells were taken 

by fluorescent images at Cy5 channel while DAPI was counter-staining. The results demonstrated 

the internalization of DINPs by EPCs correlated to the concentrations of DINPs (up to 

1,000µg/ml). Nanoparticle uptake is unique depending on cell lines and materials. For instance, 

human aortic endothelial cells internalized PLGA NPs up to 300µg/ml101 while Type I alveolar 

cells uptook to 1000 µg/ml PLGA NPs94. Thus, the high uptake of DINPs makes it easier to detect 

cells internalized in NPs.  

 To determine DINPs releasing EpoR plasmids for inducing in vitro therapeutic effects, 

HMMECs were used for the protection and tube formation studies since they are cell lines derived 

from muscle microvascular endothelial cells. Therefore, they are a representative cell line for PAD 

therapy which relates to muscular ECs. Protection and tube formation studies were performed to 

evaluate the main functions of EpoR plasmids. The results demonstrated EpoR DINPs significantly 

protected ECs under stressed conditions and facilitated angiogenesis in a hypoxic environment 
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compared to those of the controls. These results suggest the potential of novel EpoR DINPs for 

PAD treatments.   

 Finally, I investigated EpoR DINPs on PAD treatment for tracking DINPs during the 

treatment. At first, the imaging ability of DINPs was observed using MSOT imaging while PA 

images of BPLPAT NPs were demonstrated in Dr. Yang’s lab to detect NPs at a depth of 11 mm. 

For this study, I only tested the imaging benefits of blank DINPs on PAD models created at UTSW 

via MSOT. MSOT not only detected DINPs in deep tissues, but also provided oxyhemoglobin and 

deoxyhemoglobin saturation. It is important to verify the blood perfusion collected from traditional 

technologies such as LSCI, which were limited to the depth signal. The results showed that MSOT 

were able to visualize DINPs injected to gastrocnemius muscles and oxygen saturation on PAD 

models. The biodistribution showed DINPs remained at the ischemic tissue for 24 hours of 

administration and less accumulation to livers, kidneys, and spleens, as noted in previous studies 

via PLGA NPs2. EpoR DINPs provided a controlled, sustained release of EpoR plasmids to 

improve blood perfusion after 3 weeks of treatments. As the result of this, physical abilities 

assessed via treadmill endurance test was recovery. I demonstrated EpoR DINPs transfected cells 

in ischemic tissues for high expression of Epo transmembrane protein on the surface of cells, so 

the Epo/EpoR pathway was triggered to facilitate cell protection and pro-angiogenic signaling 

pathways for enhancing angiogenesis. To assess angiogenesis, immunohistochemistry staining 

was used; CD31, which is for ECs, and CD34 for EPCs. I determined the capillary density 

significantly increased 92 times while a few cells positive to CD31 were observed in the control 

group. Similarly, EPCs were recruited to the ischemic tissues for proliferation ECs and inducing 

angiogenesis. The quantitative analysis demonstrated EPC recruitment was 3.5 times higher than 

that of the saline group. 
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 In conclusion, the surgical intervention for PADs often leads to serious complications and 

is the contraindication of elderly people, which occupies more than 20% of individuals over 80-

years-old. Recently, restoration of blood perfusion via enhancing angiogenesis in ischemic tissues 

has been explored as an alternative strategy to overcome limitations of endovascular surgery. 

Although growth factors or plasmids encoding growth factors loaded NPs were investigated on 

PAD treatments in clinical trials phase I or II, their outcomes were limited, or no significant 

difference was found compared to the placebo. One of the main reasons causing the failure of 

current treatment was lacking the imaging method to adjust initial doses or monitor the retention 

of NPs in ischemic tissues. In this thesis, I have successfully developed EpoR DINPs to monitor 

precisely a therapeutic dose of EpoR DINPs for PAD treatment. Our work demonstrated DINPs 

retained the intrinsic fluorescent properties of BPLPAT polymers including DAPI, FITC, and Cy5 

channels, and loaded the efficient amount of EpoR plasmids for the in vitro and in vivo studies. 

The in vitro studies determined DINPs were traced in HMMECs and EPCs via uptake studies 

without using any dyes or imaging agents whereas EpoR released provided cell protection and 

tube formation in HMMECs compared to VEGF. Our in vivo studies proved that DINPs were 

visualized in the ischemic tissues and restored blood perfusion and physical capacity via enhancing 

capillary density and EPC recruitment by upregulating EpoR expression in treated muscles. In 

general, EpoR DINPs showed the therapeutic dual-imaging benefits on PAD approach. 
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Chapter 5 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Although results from my thesis did support the potential application of our DINPs for PAD 

treatment and management, more work needs to be done before their use in humans. First of all, 

EpoR DINPs improved significantly in vitro and in vivo therapeutic efficacy; however, I have 

never performed the toxicity study of DINPs to determine the maximal dose causing cell damage, 

so the toxicity of DINPs will further be evaluated to prove safety for clinical usage of DINPs. Cell 

toxicity and hemocompatibility of DINPs will be investigated by incubating EPCs and heparin-

anticoagulated human blood with DINPs at various concentrations to find the toxic doses of 

DINPs. For cell toxicity, the cell viability over a time range (24 and 48 hours) will be studied; then 

these cells will be immunohistochemically stained against specific EC biomarkers, KDR (VEGF 

receptor), and vascular endothelial cadherin (VE-cadherin). For EC functionality, low-density 

lipoprotein (LDL) uptake, prostacyclin production, and nitric oxide (NO) release from exposed 

cells will be detected using colorimetric assays and ELISA kits. The hemocompatibility of DINPs 

will be evaluated by detecting the number of adherent platelets via lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 

assays, assessing platelet activation by flow cytometry and determining whole blood clotting 

kinetics. Poly(octamethylene citrate) (POC) will be used as a control due to its excellent 

hemocompatibility.  

For in vivo toxicity of DINPs, potential side effects will be analyzed via blood collection for 

hematocrit, lipase and amylase levels for up to 4 weeks. To determine potential cardiotoxicity, I 

will examine biomarkers such as troponins, myeloperoxidase, and cystatin C via staining of heart 

tissue sections. We will study lung toxicity by detection of the Clara cell protein, tumor necrosis 
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factor, and beta-glucuronidase; kidney toxicity via serum creatinine, blood urea nitrogen, and 

kidney injury molecµle-1, and liver toxicity using alanine aminotransferase, aspartate 

aminotransferase, and LDH. 

 For fluorescent imaging limitations, although DINPs maintained intrinsic fluorescent 

properties for BPLPAT 10%, the fluorescent signal reduced significantly. To track cell uptake, 

high levels of a power source were used to visualize DINPs. To improve the imaging properties of 

DINPs, BPLPAT polymers with various AT ratios will be applied to improve fluorescent intensity. 

The percentage of AT in BPLPAT materials will be optimized to enhance fluorescent signals of 

DINPs where PA images will be retained to visualize DINPs in deep tissues for tracking the doses 

of DINPs.  

The PAD model was created by following the published procedures reduced by 87% blood 

perfusion. However, the remaining blood perfusion of 13% seems to create too severe a model. 

The significant reduction of blood flow will quickly damage muscles, then causing necrosis if the 

blood perfusion will not restore immediately. I have seen much necrosis at different levels 

including skin, one toe or multiple toes, paw, or even the whole legs within the second day of the 

surgery, which is day 0 of treatment. I noted that when necrosis happens, it is impossible to observe 

the improvement of blood perfusion on treated mice; however, tissue staining of gastrocnemius 

still demonstrates the improvement of angiogenesis, EPCs, and EpoR expression. Therefore, the 

model should be modified to prevent necrosis quickly post-surgery for future study. I may ligate 

only the femoral arteries and/or one branch to get more blood supply to prevent necrosis. The 

expected model will show only ischemic tissues in the first week where no necrosis is observed.  

The IM administration route is another limitation of the project. I used IM injection of EpoR 

DINPs for the investigated project since it showed a high accumulation of DINPs at the ischemic 
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tissue while less toxicity in organs was speculated at the first 24 hours. As noted, several PAD 

projects use IM injection on the gastrocnemius muscle, and the improvement of blood perfusion 

varied a lot in the treatment group. This can be due to model issues or different doses of EpoR 

available for ischemic tissues. To understand the issue, histology staining will be investigated to 

explore real reasons. I speculated that some sites showed significant improvement while other sites 

showed muscle necrosis or inflammation. Similarly, staining against CD31, CD34, and EpoR 

expression also showed unevenly enhancing angiogenesis. The major problem of IM injections for 

large therapeutic agents is that the drug will not diffuse around tissues. It has been reported in the 

literature, especially IM injections for gene therapy.179 They concluded the transfection only 

happened around the needles. To overcome this limitation, the pilot study of the effective doses 

should be approached for IV injection and IM injection on PAD mice to compare the therapeutic 

effects at two timepoints (1 week and 3 weeks). Although IV injection shows limited drug delivery 

to ischemic tissues, it evenly distributes therapeutic agents to diseased tissues, which have leaky 

capillaries. To enhance drug delivery efficacy, targeting ligands may also be used. Our 

unpublished data showed intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM1) significantly upregulated at 

ischemic tissues on the first day of the model. Therefore, I may need to conjugate anti-ICAM1 on 

DINPs to improve the delivery of DINPs via IV injection. 
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